
Ingredients:  
TR 12 contains less than 5% anionic surfactants. Contains preservative. Other ingredients: polymers 
and perfume oil. pH approx. 7. 

Activity:  
Thorough cleaning deep into the fibers by dirt-loosening and grease-cutting ingredients. The foam 
absorbs even stuck-on dirt, without leaving any sticky residues. TR12 forms a relatively dry foam 
which prevents overwetting of the carpet. The slight powdery residue left can easily be vacuumed up 
with the polymer-bound dirt. Free of optical lighteners and bleaching agents. Delays re-soiling 
(antisoiling effect). Neutral pH. Revives carpet colors. Well tolerated by the skin. Pleasant, fresh 
fragrance. Suitable for all shampooing machines.  

Range of application:  
For all shampooable textile furnishings made from natural or synthetic fibers.  

Directions for use:  
Vacuum carpet thoroughly. Test the color fastness and moisture resistance of the carpet on an 
inconspicuous area. Dilute TR12 with water at a ratio of 1:10 and fill into the fluid tank of the 
cleaning machine. Do not use hot water but normal-temperature tap water to dilute. The cleaning 
machine with shampooing brush (immerse brush in water for about 5 min. beforehand) should not be 
placed on the carpet until a rich foam has built up on the brushes or brushing rollers. When using 
single and multiple-disk machines it is therefore advisable to lather up on a "preparation 
board" (approx. 1 m² board covered with carpet) or on a water-resistant flooring. Shampoo the 
carpet. Run the machine according to the instructions given by the machine manufacturer. Avoid 
overwetting. In the case of carpets sensitive to wetness, work with ready-made foam. After working -
in small sections at a time - immediately vacuum up dirt-saturated foam with a water vacuum (or 
spray extraction equipment). If the pile looks uneven, smooth by brushing while still damp. Leave 
carpet to dry for at least 8 hrs. and do not walk on it during that period. Thoroughly brush vacuum 
once dry. Areas which cannot be reached by machine should be worked manually with a scrubber 
and ready-made foam. Before using the machine, work the shampoo solution into a foam on heavy 
carpet stains with the aid of a sponge. To enhance the cleaning effect, carpet stains can also be 
sprayed with TANA-STAIN-EX before shampooing.  

Environmental aspects:  
This product is subject to the Law on the Environmental Compatibility of Washing and Cleaning 
Agents and the attached implementing regulations on the biological degradability of raw materials. 
Comprehensive information about the environmental behavior of this product is available on request. 

This product is intended for industrial and commercial use.  
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